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Clinical evaluation of motion and position sense 
in the upper extremities of the elderly using 
motion analysis system

Abstract: The purpose of this study was to measure kinesthetic accuracy in healthy older 

adults by using arm position and motion matching tests. We investigated the effect of task 

type, joint angle, and matching arm results on kinesthetic accuracy in the upper extremities 

of 17 healthy right-handed older adults. Blinded subjects were asked to match positions and 

motions at four reference joint angles: 1) shoulder flexion, 0°–60°; 2) elbow flexion, 90°–135°; 

3) wrist extension, 0°–50° in the sagittal plane; and 4) shoulder abduction, 0°–60° in the frontal 

plane. The absolute difference in angular displacement between the reference and matching 

arms was calculated to determine kinesthetic accuracy. Results showed that subjects were more 

accurate at matching motion than position tasks (P=0.03). Shoulder and elbow joints were more 

sensitive than wrist joints in perceiving passive positions and motions (P0.05). The effect of 

the matching arm was found only when matching the joint angles of shoulder abduction and 

wrist extension (P0.01). These results are comparable to findings of other studies that used 

machine-generated kinesthetic stimuli. The manual measurement of kinesthetic accuracy could 

be effective as a preliminary screening tool for therapists in clinical settings. 

Keywords: joint position matching, proprioception, velocity perception

Introduction
Proprioception has been defined as awareness of and ability to sense the position 

of limbs, trunk (position sense), and kinesthesia as the awareness of motion of the 

human body (motion sense).1 Awareness and ability are essential for optimal muscular 

control, coordination, and stability when planning movements for the performance 

of daily activities.2–5 

In a rehabilitation setting, therapists often rely on proprioceptive and kinesthetic 

accuracy to determine intervention programs and evaluate treatment effectiveness.6 A 

comprehensive sensory evaluation can provide useful information for determin-

ing clinical treatment. However, results from Lincoln et al showed that inter-rater 

reliability of sensory assessment for stroke survivors was poor due to variability 

between assessors and subjects.7 A reliable and standardized assessment is needed 

to increase the reliability of assessment and minimize physical and mental demands 

on subjects. Although the validity and reliability of the arm matching test has been 

little researched,8 the magnitude of end-position errors has been thought to be a good 

indicator of acuity for motion and position sense.9 

The arm position matching test, a common proprioceptive measurement, is used to 

measure the ability of a subject to perceive limb position by moving a single joint on 

one side and matching its exact position on the other.10–12 During the test, subjects are 

required to move the testing joint to match the reference joint at the desired  position. 
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At the end of each trial, examiners visually determine prop-

rioceptive accuracy. Using an ordinal scale, accuracy is noted 

as absent (no appreciation), impaired (inaccurate detection), 

or intact (precise awareness).6,13 

Although previous studies have reported on the accuracy 

of position and motion sense for various populations,14–22 the 

experimental paradigms used in those studies are difficult for 

clinical practitioners to apply on patients due to the follow-

ing reasons. First, researchers used their own customized 

apparatuses to measure accuracy of position and motion sense 

because uniform commercial apparatuses were unavailable. 

Second, lack of a standardized test protocol made it difficult 

to compare results across studies. Finally, some experimental 

paradigms involved the use of memory issues, applications 

that were impractical when patients suffered from central 

nervous system (CNS) impairments. 

As a result, the current study examined the most widely 

used clinical position and motion sense assessments, the arm 

position and motion matching tests, to investigate their suit-

ability for screening proprioceptive and kinesthetic ability in 

a clinical setting. When performing the tests during assess-

ments, therapists did not move the subject’s reference arm 

back to the starting position. Furthermore, subjects were not 

required to memorize arm positions or motions during the 

tests; therefore, memory issues were excluded. The tests were 

simple and easy to administer to patients in a clinical setting. 

This study investigated whether the arm position matching 

test could be a useful screening test for measuring passive 

position sense of the upper limbs by manually imposing 

passive movements on the upper extremities. Subjects were 

required to mirror the position while blinded to the tests.

This study measured proprioceptive and kinesthetic 

accuracy in healthy older adults by using the arm match-

ing position and motion tests. We investigated the effects 

of task types (position matching vs motion matching),  

joint angles (shoulder flexion 0°–60°, shoulder abduction 

0°–60°, elbow flexion 90°–135°, and wrist extension 0°–50°), 

and matching arm (preferred vs non-preferred hand) on the 

accuracy of position and motion sense of the joints in the 

upper extremities. The main purpose of this study was to 

investigate whether arm matching position and motion tests 

can provide clinical results compatible with those of previ-

ous studies that used a custom-made apparatus as an initial 

screening tool. 

Methods
subjects
Seventeen healthy right-handed older adults (7 males, 

10 females) participated in this study. Mean age was 62.59±4.60 

years (mean ± SD) and ranges between 56–70 years. 

Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) results were  

28.65±1.00 (mean ± SD). All subjects signed an informed 

consent form approved by the Institutional Review Board of 

Chang Gung Memorial Hospital.  Inclusion criteria were: 1) 

Right-handedness. Only right-handed subjects were included 

according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory;23 b)  

No cognitive impairment. Subjects with a score 24 on the 

MMSE were excluded;24 and c) No presence of neurological 

disease such as stroke or diabetes that could interfere with 

kinesthesia. A medical history interview was performed to 

exclude  subjects with past severe arm injuries. 

Kinematic measurements
We used a seven-camera Vicon MX motion analysis system 

(Oxford Metrics Inc., Oxford, UK) with a sampling rate of 

120 Hz to capture the movement of subjects during arm 

position and motion matching tests. A total of nine spherical 

markers each with a diameter of 5 mm were used (four mark-

ers on each arm and one on the sternum). Bony landmarks 

were the sternum, acromion process, lateral epicondyle, 

styloid process of the ulna, and dorsal surface of the third 

metacarpophalangeal joint. Similar marker placements have 

been used in previous studies.25–27 Prior to data collection, 

the system was reconfigured, calibrated, and test data were 

collected. This initial process required approximately 40 min-

utes. For each individual testing session, the experimenters 

spent 10 to 15 minutes preparing the system for testing. 

Shoulder flexion was determined by the angle between 

the vector joining the ipsilateral acromion-lateral epicondyle 

markers and the vector from the acromion process towards 

the hip in the sagittal plane. Shoulder abduction was calcu-

lated using the angle between the vector joining the ipsilateral 

acromion-lateral epicondyle markers and the vector from the 

acromion process towards the hip in the frontal plane. Elbow 

flexion was determined by the angle between the vector 

formed by the ipsilateral acromion-lateral epicondyle mark-

ers and a vector defined by the lateral epicondyle and styloid 

process of the ulna in the sagittal plane. Wrist extension was 

determined by the angle between the vectors formed by the 

ipsilateral lateral epicondyle and styloid process of the ulna 

and a vector defined by the styloid process of the ulna and 

third metacarpophalangeal joint in the sagittal plane. 

Procedure
Due to a lack of standardized testing protocols for clinics, we 

based the evaluation procedure on previous research and cur-

rent clinical practice.6,14,28 Measuring accuracy of position and 

motion sense in the upper extremities normally includes the 
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major joints, and excludes the end position, which can gen-

erate extra cues other than proprioceptive information.8,29 In 

general, the evaluation was performed from the proximal 

to the distal joint, and was simple for clinical practitioners 

to administer. Four joint angles were selected for the arm 

position and motion matching tests: 1) shoulder flexion (SF), 

0°–60°; 2) elbow flexion (EF), 90°–135°; 3) wrist extension 

(WE), 0°–50° in the sagittal plane; and 4) shoulder abduc-

tion (SA), 0°–60° in the frontal plane. A detailed graphical 

representation of the joint angles is shown in Figure 1.

Each subject was seated in a chair adjusted to the subject’s 

height. The subject’s forearm rested with an elbow flexion 

of 90° for the starting position. Vision was then blocked by 

opaque glasses, to ensure that the subject relied exclusively 

on kinesthesia to perform the required tasks. Each subject 

visited the laboratory once and both arms were tested. Each 

joint angle was measured three times, and one joint was 

moved each time. Before data recording, practice trials were 

performed without the use of opaque glasses to familiarize 

subjects with the experimental tasks. To ensure consistency 

of angular displacement imposed by the experimenter, 

three goniometers were placed on the table and the back of 

the subject’s chair so that the experimenter could visualize 

the desired reference joint angles to enhance accuracy. The 

experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.

 The order of the experiment was balanced by a Latin 

square design to prevent a potential order effect. Therefore, 

each subject was randomly assigned to the following four 

blocks: 1) position matching task with the non-preferred 

side as the matching arm; 2) position matching task with 

A B

C D

–

Figure 1 Tested joint angles and marker placement.
Notes: (A) shoulder flexion 0°–60° in the sagittal plane; (B) shoulder abduction 0°–60° in the frontal plane; (C) elbow flexion 90°–135° in the sagittal plane; and (D) wrist 
extension 0°–50° in the sagittal plane. spherical markers (illustrated here with black numbered spheres) were attached to the following bony landmarks for calculations of 
joint angles: (1) the acromion process; (2) the lateral epicondyle of the elbow; (3) the styloid process of the ulna; and (4) third metacarpophalangeal joint. solid lines represent 
the starting position and dashed lines represent the desired joint angles.
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limb motion. The experimenter isolated the tested joint and 

attempted to maintain a steady speed for each trial. In both 

the arm position and motion matching tests, each joint angle 

measurement was repeated until three correct matching trials 

were recorded. At the end of each trial, subjects were required 

to verbally confirm that both joint angles were identical and 

at symmetrical positions. For the motion sense task, subjects 

were further required to verbally confirm whether the motion 

at both joint occurred at the same speed.  

Data analyses
We used a customized algorithm based on MATLAB®  

(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) to calculate 

angular displacement for each trial. All kinematic data were 

filtered by a low pass Butterworth fourth-order filter with a 

cut-off frequency of 5 Hz. The outcome measure was the 

difference in angular displacement (absolute error) between 

the reference and matching arms. The absolute error was 

computed in degrees by subtracting the angular displacement 

of the reference arm from that of the matching arm. As the 

most widely used measure of proprioceptive and kinesthetic 

accuracy, the absolute error can distinguish differences 

among various populations.13–15,30,31 An example calculation 

of absolute error is shown in Figure 3. For position sense 

tasks, random and constant errors were calculated to show 

directional information.

A three-way repeated measure analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) was performed to determine differences in 

within-subject factors for position and motion sense accu-

racy followed by post hoc analysis. The three within-subject 

factors were tasks (position matching vs motion matching), 

Figure 2 experimental setup.
Notes: The subject’s arms were positioned in a relaxed position and supported 
by side tables adjusted to each subject’s height. Three goniometers (labeled 1, 2, 3) 
were attached to the chair and the side tables for visualization of the desired joint 
angles and manipulation of the subject’s limb to the given joint position.

the preferred side as the matching arm; 3) motion matching 

task with the non-preferred side as the matching arm; and  

4) motion matching task with the preferred side as the match-

ing arm. Each block contained 12 trials; in total 48 trials were 

conducted, administered by a certified occupational therapist. 

To ensure the reliability of the imposed displacement and 

movement, the occupational therapist was trained to follow 

the experimental protocol and to move the individual joint 

to the desired angles using the goniometers attached to the 

chair. To prevent possible extra cues during arm matching 

tasks, the therapist was instructed to hold the neighboring 

joints instead of the muscle belly at the desired angles.     

In the arm position matching test, the examiner moved 

the reference arm to the testing joint angles. To mimic the 

actual measuring procedures used in clinics, the experimenter 

moved each joint angle for 2 to 4 seconds and maintained the 

position while subjects moved the matching arm to mirror 

the joint angle. During the arm motion matching test, the 

examiner moved the reference arm and asked the subject 

to concurrently mirror the motion with the matching arm. 

Subjects were instructed to match the imposed velocity 

with the matching arm as soon as they were aware of the 

Shoulder flexion (0°–60°) in the sagittal plane
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Figure 3 example calculation of absolute error. 
Notes: shown here is a single trial from one participant. Absolute error was calcu-
lated by taking the difference between the final endpoint of the reference arm and the 
matching arm.
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joint angles (SF vs SA vs EF vs WE), and matching arms 

(preferred arm vs non-preferred arm). The significance level 

was P0.05.

Results
Because passive position and motion were imposed manually 

by the experimenter, we examined the intraclass correlation 

coefficient (ICC) of angular displacement for each joint 

angle to ensure reliability. The ICC for each joint angle was 

between 0.6 and 0.8, which has been defined as an acceptable 

agreement.32 The average velocity of joint angle movement 

imposed manually by the therapist was 20.24±3.95 (°/s). 

The mean absolute error for each joint angle and task are 

presented in Tables 1 and 2.

The results from the repeat ANOVA did not yield a sig-

nificant task × joint angle × matching arm interaction effect 

for kinesthetic accuracy (F
2.27,111.27

=0.69, P=0.52); however, 

the joint angle matching arm interaction effect was signifi-

cant (F
2.51,122.97

= 8.28, P0.05). The simple main effect was 

further analyzed and a post hoc analysis using least signifi-

cant difference was performed for a significant effect.

effect of task type
The absolute error was 9.91°±0.35° (mean ± SD) for the 

position matching test and 8.90°±0.40° (mean ± SD) for the 

motion matching test. A statistically significant difference 

was found between position and motion matching tests  

(F
1,49

=4.82, P=0.03), and results showed that subjects per-

formed more accurately in the arm motion matching test than 

in the arm position matching test. 

effect of joint angles
Further analysis found significant differences in absolute 

error for joint angles in the preferred (F
3,147

=8.02, P0.001) 

and non-preferred arms (F
2.3,112.5

=39.63, P0.001). Post hoc 

analyses showed that subjects were least accurate in matching 

wrist extension 0°–50° compared to shoulder flexion 0°–60°, 

shoulder abduction 0°–60°, and elbow flexion 90°–135°  

(all P0.05; Figure 4). 

effect of matching arm (using preferred 
arm vs non-preferred arm)
Absolute error was 9.45°±0.50° for the preferred arm and 

9.37°±0.27° for the non-preferred arm. Further analysis 

showed that a significant simple main effect was found in 

shoulder abduction (F
1,50

=9.55, P=0.003) and wrist extension 

(F
1,50

=8.88, P=0.004). For shoulder and elbow flexion, no 

significant difference was found in absolute error for using 

the preferred or non-preferred arm. However, using the non-

preferred arm to match shoulder abduction (0°–60°) and the 

preferred arm to match wrist extension (0°–50°) resulted in 

greater accuracy than using the other arms.

Discussion
We examined proprioceptive and kinesthetic accuracy in 

healthy older adults using arm matching position and motion 

tests. Based on our results, the subjects demonstrated greater 

accuracy in the motion matching tasks; wrist joint was 

less sensitive than proximal joint. The difference between 

preferred and non-preferred arms was inconsistent among 

joint angles.

Table 1 Absolute error (mean ± sD) for each condition in degrees

Matching arm joint angle Position matching task Motion matching task

Right Left Right Left

sF 8.14±5.70 6.60±5.16 6.98±5.09 5.63±3.90
sA 10.67±6.63 8.91±5.49 10.59±8.52 6.54±4.85
eF 6.66±5.71 7.59±5.39 8.76±6.86 6.73±5.51
We 12.58±7.65 18.16±11.49 11.17±7.88 14.76±10.41

Abbreviations: SF, shoulder flexion 0°–60°; sA, shoulder abduction 0°–60°; EF, elbow flexion 90°–135°; We, wrist extension 0°–50°; sD, standard deviation.

Table 2 Constant error and random error for position sense in degrees

Matching arm  
joint angle

Position matching task

Right Left

Constant error Random error Constant error Random error
sF -0.21 9.92 -1.59 8.11
sA -1.36 12.45 4.50 9.40
eF -1.90 8.92 -1.42 9.18
We -11.75 9.18 -11.48 18.51

Abbreviations: SF, shoulder flexion 0°–60°; sA, shoulder abduction 0°–60°; EF, elbow flexion 90°–135°; We, wrist extension 0°–50°.
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Current findings indicate that the mean absolute error 

was reduced in the motion matching test compared to 

the position matching test, consistent with a previous 

study.33 The discrepancy in proprioceptive accuracy between 

task types could be due to the proprioceptive information used 

by each task. However, the method by which proprioceptive 

information was used during movement has yet been fully 

understood.34 Previous research has shown that the CNS uses 

all available cues to complete a task.34 One possible explanation 

is that the reference arm provided proprioceptive information 

to the CNS in both tasks but used it differently in position and 

motion matching tasks. Several studies have suggested that the 

right hemisphere is dominant in processing proprioception and 

kinesthesia and responsible for processing input from muscle 

spindles, especially in the primary motor area.35,36 

In the position matching test, the proprioceptive inputs 

signaled the velocity and end position but subjects did not 

move the matching arm until the reference arm was placed 

at the given angle. However, in the motion matching test, 

the proprioceptive information signals served as “on-line” 

feedback in providing current status to the CNS to estimate 

the next state of the limb. By comparing current and pre-

dictive forthcoming status, an individual can monitor the 

performance during the trial and immediately adjust velocity 

and end position; therefore, proprioceptive accuracy can be 

elevated in the motion matching test. 

Another possible explanation is that position and motion 

sense are two separate senses, generated from separate 

processing but having the same receptors.37 Evidence from 

a muscle fatigue study suggests that significantly elevated 

errors occur only in the elbow position matching test and not 

in the motion matching test.33 In another experiment, blind-

folded subjects were required to repeat movements 70 times 

between two targets. Results showed that the hand position 

deviated but direction and distance did not.38 These findings 

indicate that position and motion sense can be processed 

separately, and that position sense is affected more easily 

by muscle status (fatigue) and nature of the task (repeated 

movements) than motion sense. As a result, these findings 

could also explain why subjects in this study performed 

more accurately in the motion matching task than the posi-

tion matching task.

Accuracy of the arm matching test at the shoulder and 

elbow joints was greater than that at the wrist joints in both 

position and motion matching tests; however, the difference 

in accuracy between the shoulder and elbow joints remains 

unclear. This finding concurs with that of Hall and McCloskey  

who measured the detection threshold of passive move-

ments in shoulder, elbow, and finger joints.28 An explanation 

for this discrepancy is that change in fascicle length per 

degree was greater in the proximal than distal portion of the 

muscle.28 The joint was considered to be more sensitive in 

perceiving positions and motions, with more change in the 

muscle length per degree. Another explanation is that the 

CNS processed proprioceptive information from multiple 

joints and integrated interjoint dynamics when performing 

distal joint movements.5 In the current study, we moved only 

one joint at a time. The group of muscles surrounding the 

proximal joint also sensed change at the distal portion and 

provided a stabilizing function. When moving the wrist joint, 

the subject must stabilize the proximal segment of the limbs 

to manipulate objects with the hands or fingers.
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Abbreviations: SF, shoulder flexion 0°–60°; sA, shoulder abduction 0°–60°; EF, elbow flexion 90°–135°; We, wrist extension 0°–50°.
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Furthermore, results from the computational study of 

Scott and Loeb showed a descending gradient from proximal 

to distal joints for position sense accuracy.39 The authors 

proposed that the distribution of muscle spindles around 

each joint could explain differences in perception of position 

sense and commented on the relative importance of proximal 

joints in localizing the endpoint. The effect of gravity and 

sense of effort were unlikely explanations for the discrepancy 

in proprioceptive sensitivity, since most joint angles were 

measured in the sagittal plane under the influence of gravity 

and we attempted to minimize the influence of gravity to the 

greatest possible extent with our methodology. Additionally, 

each joint angle was passively moved by the experimenter, 

who minimized the sense of effort with the controlled and 

slow nature of the tested movements. Given these condi-

tions, muscle spindles would be the primary proprioceptor 

to provide information for all joint angles. Our findings 

indicate that matching wrist extension 0°–50° was the least 

accurate joint angle in both position matching and motion 

matching tasks.

Detailed analyses showed that the difference between the 

preferred and non-preferred arm was intriguing in the arm 

position and motion matching tests. Previous research has 

found the non-preferred arm to be more accurate at perform-

ing target-matching tasks than the preferred arm when tasks 

require both memory and hemisphere transfer.30,40–42 Our 

results did not show systematic limb asymmetry in pro-

prioceptive and kinesthetic accuracy because we employed 

contralateral matching tasks without reliance on memory. 

In addition, most studies measured the upper extremity 

in the elbow and thumb joints; and, we did not have the 

results from shoulder and wrist joints to compare.30,40–42 By 

contrast, results from vibration studies suggest that proprio-

ceptive asymmetry in upper extremities is dependent on sex, 

matching hand, and handedness.14 For right-handed subjects, 

studies have found that only males demonstrate significant 

proprioceptive asymmetry in motion matching tasks. In sum-

mary, asymmetric proprioceptive accuracy across limbs was 

task-dependent and findings were inconsistent and difficult 

to compare across different experimental protocols. 

The accuracy of limb position sense is affected by many 

factors. First, the issued motor command has been shown to 

contribute to the ability to sense limb position.43–46 Gandevia 

et al first reported that the level of effort used in generation 

of the motor command is graded with the amount of position 

illusion of wrist displacement during hand paralysis.43 In the 

current study, subjects actively moved the matching arm 

in the vertical plane during the position matching test to 

match the reference arm; therefore, the source of the  position  

signal in the matching arm was a combination of inflow 

and outflow signals. Second, the effect of muscle history of 

the reference arm, such as muscle fatigue and conditioning 

might have generated a position matching error because of 

the initial status of the muscle spindles.33,45,47 Previous stud-

ies have found that position matching errors increased when 

arms are supported by the experimenter, as in the current 

study;45,48 thus, the accuracy of our subjects might have been 

affected to a greater extent than subjects in other studies using 

unsupported tasks. Third, the status of the matching arm can 

influence the position matching error.44,49 Previous studies 

have focused on the effect of the reference arm for position 

matching tasks.33,43,47 However, recent studies have suggested 

that the condition of the matching arm, such as arm stiffness 

and conditioning of the muscles, affects the error pattern 

in the proprioceptive tasks.44,49 Finally, the effect of grav-

ity could result in a proprioceptive illusion.50 Ansems et al 

reported that performing position matching tasks with a 

relaxed arm in the horizontal plane leads to similar results 

as performing the task in the vertical plane with the arm 

supported.47 Current protocols combined position match-

ing tasks in the horizontal plane with relaxed arms, and in 

the vertical plane with the arms supported; therefore, the 

major proprioceptive signal is from the muscle spindles 

and measurements from the four selected joint angles are 

comparable.47

To ensure the reliability and reproducibility of these 

results, proper training is required for clinical practitio-

ners to perform the assessment. This is primarily because 

previous research has shown poor inter-rater reliability 

for sensory assessment.7 Although standardized machine-

based assessments have been developed to examine limb 

position quantitatively and have shown good inter-rater and 

test-retest reliability in stroke patients, they are not widely 

available in clinics.19,20 Moreover, proprioception has been 

reported as the main type of somatosensory assessment 

applied in clinical practice and upper extremities were the 

most tested body areas.51 Therefore, combining training for 

clinical practitioners and assistance from a standardized 

device could minimize the measurement bias to obtain 

reliable results for clinical practice.

Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine 

the suitability of using arm matching position and motion 

tests performed manually by a therapist. Because these tests 

are commonly used to measure position and motion sense 

accuracy in clinics, establishing standardized protocols is 

necessary for evidence-based practice. The results of this 
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study are comparable to those of previous studies that used 

machine-generated kinesthetic stimuli. The manual measure-

ment of accuracy of position and motion sense in clinical set-

tings can be an effective screening tool; however, therapists 

must be properly trained. Although previous studies have 

examined detection thresholds for the upper extremities, 

they used customized machines to provide consistent stimuli. 

Most studies measured only the accuracy in perceived elbow 

angular displacement in the transverse plane. The machines, 

which are expensive and not available in every clinical set-

ting, may be unsuitable for clinical use. Furthermore, measur-

ing proprioceptive accuracy in the elbow joint only does not 

provide sufficient information to therapists for development 

of a treatment plan. Future studies are necessary to establish 

standardized testing procedures and to verify the reliability 

and validity of the arm position and motion matching tests 

for evidence-based practice in clinics. 

Clinical implications
During movement planning and execution, proprioception 

that provides movement and position information of needed 

segments is essential to the CNS for taking into account all 

body segments involved in the desired task.52 An adequate 

assessment of proprioceptive and kinesthetic accuracy can 

provide further insights into implementing a treatment 

plan. After proper training, clinical practitioners can gather  

preliminary information on an individual’s accuracy of posi-

tion and motion sense by manually performing the test, which 

is inexpensive and easily administered in a clinical setting. 

We hope that the results of the current study will add more 

evidence to enhance evidence-based practice.  

limitations
There are several limitations to our study. First, the ratio of 

men to women was uneven and this may have influenced 

results. Although there is no clear evidence to suggest that 

sex has an effect on proprioceptive accuracy, it should be 

investigated in future studies. Second, we applied testing 

protocols only to healthy adults. Potential applications 

for patients with neurological disorders should be further 

explored. Third, most joint angles were tested in the sagittal 

plane (the exception was shoulder abduction). Determining 

whether horizontal plane motion can generate similar find-

ings requires further investigation. Finally, we only recruited 

right-handed subjects. Previous studies have reported 

that left-handed individuals do not display uniform brain 

 activation patterns during execution of movement and pro-

cessing of language.53,54 Determining the effect of  handedness 

on arm matching position and motion tests warrants further 

examination. 
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